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Today, the sun rises peacefully after a rough night at sea. Ferocious waves rushed to shore, as if
determined to bring everything out to the surface. When the storm quieted down, as fast as it had
started, the water calmed down and withdrew. The beach was all covered with mud and thousands
of starfish were squirming in agony. There were so many, that the beach seemed to have become
rosy. The starfish were almost motionless. They were about to die.
In the crowd, hand in hand with his father, there was a child looking sadly at the tiny starfish. They
were all just looking at them, without doing anything. Suddenly, the child took his shoes off and
ran to the beach. He picked three starfish in his tiny hands and ran to the sea to release them into
the water. Then he turned back and did the same again.
A man shouted at him: “What are you doing there, boy?” “I throw the starfish into the water.
Otherwise, they will all die on the beach”, the boy replied without stopping from running. “But
there are thousands of starfish on this beach: you will definitely not be able to save them all. There
are too many”, cried out the man. “Not to mention that there are hundreds of other beaches
along the coast. You cannot change things.”
The child smiled, picked another starfish and, while throwing it into the water, responded:
“Here - we did change things for this one.”
The man remained silent for a moment, then he bent down, removed his shoes and socks and
went down to the beach. He started to collect starfish and threw them into the sea. One moment
later, two more girls joined them and so there were already four people throwing starfish into the
sea. After a few more minutes there were fifty, then one hundred, two hundreds, thousands of
people throwing starfish into the water.
Hence, all the starfish were saved.

Author: Bruno Ferrero
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ASSOCIATION FOR A UNITED COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL INTERVENTION - ACSIS was
founded as a private, non-governmental, non-profit, legal person in 2004 and it is licensed to
function as a social services supplier(www.acsis.ro).
OUR MISSION is to keep children in thei families, by offering psychological and social support to
parents and future parents that are in a difficult situation.
OUR VISION is a world where:
- every child benefits from care that is appropriate to their needs;
- every parent or future parent has proper knowledge about child care, about the importance of
different psychological factors in the development and education of children;
- every parent in a difficult situation benefits of professional support in raising and caring for their
children.
VALUES we believe in:
Responsibility: We help parents make responsible choices for the future of their children.
Continuous education: We support parents in offering the necessary education to their children.
Uniqueness: Each parent is unique, just as each child is unique. Each problem has its specific
solution and approach.
Solidarity: Every bit of help matters! We encourage the involvement of the community in solving the
situation of children in difficulty.
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In 2011, ACSIS continued and expanded its social activities. Our projects were particularly
dedicated to achieving real transformative impact in the case of single parent families, to creating
an inspiring environment that encourages personal development and change using individual
resources and potential.
We created a support network for single mothers aimed at facilitating their access both to
community resources (medical services, employment assistance) and to their own inner resources,
as well as at helping them regain self confidence, hope for a better future, for decency and dignity,
without being separated from their children.
We haven't succeeded all the time, we have sometimes found ourselves amazed by the huge
number of chain difficulties that single mothers of four or five children, for instance, have to face.
We joined their struggle; we used community resources and didn't give up. We didn't quit and, being
always encouraged, they didn't either and kept their children close building a life together.
By expanding our human trafficking prevention activities during 2011, we responded to a high
demand for information and counseling among adolescents and vulnerable young people. Their
involvement in public awareness activities, their energy and enthusiasm determined us to further
develop this kind of activities with their support.
We greatly appreciate the efforts of all the people who have joined our cause this year – donors,
sponsors, volunteers, partners – we are greateful for their valuable contribution of energy, time, skills
and resources that mattered a lot to the team and to our beneficiaries. We managed to change
things together for 2270 people this year.
We thank you all on their behalf and we hope you will join us in the future as well!
The ACSIS Team
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CURRENT PROJECTS
LET'S OVERCOME THE CRISIS BY LEARNING, WORKING, PLAYING! - Integrated services for
single parent families to prevent separation or child abandonment - Project
Statistics show that Romania was the leading European country in child abandonment in 2011. About
40000 children live in foster homes according to the data received from the Romanian Office of
Adoptions. The current economic climate causes more and more families to face the risk of being
forced to abandon their children.
The project activities were organized to respond to
a critical need of support for mothers who are often
alone in maternity care, without knowing what to do
with or for their babies, sometimes being young
homeless teenagers, without any kind of support and
guidance. The experience we have with this kind of
families pointed out that there is a crucial period of
disorientation, which can be overcome with social,
psychological, educational and informational support.
If the mother-child bonding is encouraged and
mothers are taught what to do for and with the baby,
the probability of child abandonment decreases as
the child grows, and the emotional bond becomes
stronger. If mothers get specialized employment
assistance, the probability of being able to support
themselves and the baby grows.
The project is aimed at achieving improved standards of life for both mother and children in
single parent families, from a professional, social and psychological point of view, in order to
prevent child abandonment.
Activities
The main activities of the project concerned parental skills development through counseling and
group activities, individual and family counseling, mapping resources and extended family support.
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We particularly focused on facilitating access to labour market for beneficiary mothers, emphasizing:
self-awareness of strengths and weaknesses from a professional perspective (e.g.: attention to
details versus tendency to defy authority), solution finding strategies in order to compensate
weaknesses (attending vocational training courses, counseling sessions to overcome psychological
problems etc.). We also focused on monitoring job search process (discuss difficulties with mothers
and motivate them not to give up), on mediating the mother-employer relationship, as well as on
supporting mothers to keep their jobs.

The group meetings organized for beneficiary mothers created a good environment to develop
relationships based on solidarity and mutual help, which strengthen the mother-child bonding, to
develop parental skills, as well as to increase their self-esteem, confidence and their problem solving
abilities when facing child care and education difficulties.
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“Wherever I went, all doors were closing for me, but here I found people willing to listen to my
story, to give good advice and restore my confidence. ACSIS is more than an institution to me, it
is the people I met who helped and supported me when I needed someone to reach out to. I can
say this is where I found my comfort.” Oana, beneficiary
“I have a 8 month old boy. I contacted ACSIS via the counselor of the high school where I was a
9th grade student. I was 7 months pregnant at that time and I was in a perpetual state of conflict
with my family and the father of my child. Here, I received the aid I needed most – diapers, a
monthly allowance and group meetings. I want to thank the association for the help and support
it provided me with when I desperately needed. I have learned and understood many new things
and I now see my life from a different perspective. I really want to graduate from high school and
apply for law school.” Mona, beneficiary

We organized workshops leaded by professionals in psychology, sociology and topics were related
to: key factors in preventing the separation of a child from his family, overlap services provided to
beneficiaries by institutions/ non-profit institutions versus how they support each other when it
comes to covering the needs of beneficiaries, the dependence on the services provided versus the
need for long term assistance. Furthermore, the group has come up with composite means of using
the resources of state institutions when it comes to assisting single parent families at high social
risks, so that the efficiency of the support provided to this vulnerable category is increased.
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On behalf of the children, beneficiaries of this program, we would like to thank the employees of BRD
Groupe Société Générale and Titan S.A for their generous initiative and action to help Santa fulfil
the children's wishes expressed in highly enthusiastic and hopeful letters. The answers were up to
their expectations bringing huge joy and wide smiles!

CREATIVE WORKSHOP PROJECT – SOCIAL INCLUSION OF SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES AT
HIGH SOCIAL RISKS
The extended economic crisis Romania has been facing with has strongly affected single parent
families which are at a higher poverty risk as compared to married couples.
The creative workshop was aimed at meeting the needs of single mothers in social difficulty by
creating flexible jobs suitable for a single parent. The tailoring workshop for the beneficiary mothers
is aimed at developing professional skills, as well as social skills. To be included on the labour
market does not simply mean to find a job, but also to use the social skills acquired, which enable
mothers to become part of a team, to create and maintain a social network, to be able to evolve
independently, both at work and in a community. Moreover, the purpose of this project is to facilitate
the integration of single mothers on the labour market, to help them gain professional skills
within the social enterprise of the association. This project aims at including mothers in society,
as well as at consolidating their families by teaching them child care skills, earn a living and have
access to the resources available in the community.
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Activities
The activities of this project were related to: training for the beneficiaries in tailoring textile toys
performed by a tailoring instructor, creating 3 jobs for single mothers inside the social enterprise,
developing a set of social and professional skills, creating toys such as puppets, and other
holiday toys, providing interactive drama plays in schools and kindergartens in order to promote and
sell the toys manufactured, providing individual psycho-social assistance for mothers and their
children, generating incomes for this project by selling the products.

The sales of the products made by the beneficiary mothers was possible due to: 23 exhibitions and
sales organized with the support of: BRD Groupe Société Générale, United Way Romania, General
Expo SRL, Delhaize Group, Hewlett Packard Romania SRL, Abbott Products SRL, Kinstellar
Romania, the Ministry of Labour, Family and Social Protection, NESsT, FDSC, Hotel Intercontinental
Bucharest; 6 exhibition/sales spaces provided by: Library Sophia, Jocoteca, Synergia Toys, Petit
Caprice, Active Center, Ziboo; companies which bought products from the Workshop: SC Harom
International SRL, ABD Net Management SRL, SC Ropot Development SRL, SC Roi Media SRL,
SCA Tuca Zbarcea & Associates; individuals who appreciated and bought the products made by
mothers.
“I enjoy working within the workshop, making toys, creating holiday items for children and moms
alike. I am now optimistic regarding my future; I know that the future is brighter for me and my
children.” Claudia, employed beneficiary
“Thanks to ACSIS, I am now employed for the first time in my life.” Mihaela, beneficiary
PREVENTING TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS PROJECT
As per UNICEF data, approximately 2 million children worldwide are victims of sex trafficking. Human
trafficking has registered a significant increase in our country in 2011 - almost 500 victims have
been identified only in the first semester, according to the data provided by the National Agency
against Human Trafficking.
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ACSIS Association in partnership with Samilia Foundation and Ecpat
Organization, developed a pilot project for 6 months (Oct 2010 – March
2011), aimed at preventing trafficking in women and children and
elaborated in response to the need of information and counseling of the
target group of the association (single mothers in social difficulties).
During the project 60 women and 30 children benefited from information
regarding the risks and dangers of this phenomenon, as well as safe
means of gaining access to a work place.
Considering the impact of the pilot project (women have become aware
of the real perspectives and dangers of immigration, have reconsidered
previous beliefs ) and the warnings received from other non profit
organizations that faced similar challenges, we have decided to multiply
the results obtained and to expand prevention activities.
Thus, in May 2011 we initiated the Preventing Trafficking in Persons
Project. Its purpose is to inform young people and adults vulnerable to
this phenomenon, in order to decrease the risks they are exposed to.
This project aims to inform and educate a group of 550 teenagers at
social risk, aged between 14 and 25, as well as 50 professionals directly
involved with the risk groups, on the importance of human trafficking
prevention and its consequences.
Activities
The main developed activities were: organize educational activities for teenagers at risk, offer training
for professionals working with the groups at risk and their families, organize a contest of thematic
posters for pupils, as well as raising awareness activities. Disseminate two handbooks: ”Stop
trafficking in persons” handbook for people at risk as well as „Preventing trafficking in persons”
handbook designed for social professionals.
We have focused on teenagers from the vocational schools in Bucharest, beneficiaries of ACSIS and
of the non profit organization partnered in this project, as well as on teenagers from protection
facilities.
The workshops organized within the project have brought together state and private social specialists
working with people at risk of becoming victims of this phenomenon. Several of the debates and
topics generated were: the evolution of the means of recruiting victims, how to increase awareness
of teenagers regarding this phenomenon versus how to decrease the so perceived severity of this
phenomenon and how to combat the myths regarding trafficking in persons.
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“We had free discussions, I liked that I spoke on trafficking relaxed and I could tell my opinion
whenever I wanted. I learned new things; I didn't know that traffickers may use so many methods
to attract victims. I was surprised by the life experience of my colleagues and their stories about
human trafficking, which made everything seem more vivid. I liked the drawing contest because I
had the opportunity to draw what I understood during our discussions.” Alice, student, IXth
grade, School of Arts and Crafts no. 3
SOCIAL RIGHTS FOR MOTHER AND CHILD PROJECT
The state supports the family through its social protection system, providing services designed to
strengthen parental skills of assuming the role of child care and education. For families at risk, the
social protection system provides additional rights, such as the single parent allowance, newborn
allowance.
Having worked directly with mothers in difficulty, during the project focused on prevention of child
abandon and having worked in maternity helped us notice that most mothers aren't aware of their
social rights or the necessary steps in order to obtain these rights. This project aims both at
informing mothers immediately after birth, with regards to their associated social rights, the
necessary steps to get these rights and at counseling mothers on how to access particular
community resources (social network service).
Target group: mothers with newborns hospitalized for childbirth in Bucur Hospital, Caritas Hospital
and Prof. Dr. Panait Sarbu Hospital.
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The project activities consisted in: distributing leaflets on social rights associated to mothers and
children; social counseling and assistance in the efforts to obtain social rights and benefits; to access
the existing social services network; guiding mothers at risk (single mothers, mothers under 18)
towards specialized services properly created for their specific needs, in order to prevent abandon
and other difficulties within the mother-child relationship.
OUTCOMES
In 2011 a total of 2270 persons benefited from the services provided by ACSIS, as follows:
670 mothers with 856 children were informed and counselled on the social rights related to the
mother-child relationship, the legal measures to be taken to be granted such rights, the existing
social services;
123 single mothers with 250 children received individualized socio-psychological assistance (for an
average period of 6 months) with the purpose of keeping the children close to their own families;
250 children risking family separation remained together with their mothers and they currently
receive adequate treatment according to their age and needs, as a result of the support received;
123 mothers learned healthy ways of raising and taking care of their children and improved their
parental skills;
21 meeting groups were held with the beneficiary mothers, addressing topics related to an effective
communication with the child, physical and mental development of the child, ways of access to the
labour market, management of family financial resources and other;
71 mothers received material and financial help (for a period between 3 months-1 year);
16 mothers attended professional training courses in various fields, during assistance;
47 mothers found a job and they currently live on their own resources, due to the support received;
824 social counselling sessions on how to find a suitable community for the child (nursery,
kindergarten), mediating family relationships, social skills development;
83 vocational counselling sessions intended to assess the interests and abilities of a mother,
including guiding her in choosing a profession suitable to her personality, skills, attitudes and
motivation system;
97 individual sessions of psychological counselling aiming at creating and strengthening affection
in the mother-child relationship, strengthening parental skills, providing support for the improvement
of the parent-child relationship disruptions, increasing self esteem and self confidence, improving
emotional state;
9 mothers resumed/continued the school classes due to the support received;
In 2012 the assistance has continued with 13 mothers and 34 children.
In kind donations (diapers, food, hygiene products, clothing) amounting to EUR 13,445 were
obtained and distributed to mothers and children.
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Assessment of the impact upon the beneficiary mothers
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3 jobs for single mothers at high social risk have been maintained during this year within the
creation workshop;
42 mothers received training in the manufacture of textile toys;
79 children were involved in educational activities with the support of the volunteers and skilled
personnel;
1970 products made within the Creative Workshopwere sold, for a revenue of Eur 4,640;
209 preschool and school children could watch interactive theatre plays performed by a puppeteer
(using toysmade at the creative workshop);
320 vulnerable young people (vocational school students, young people included in the public or
private protection system) were informed on the risks and self- defence ways against human
trafficking;
51 professionals (social workers, psychologists and teachers) benefited from customized workshops
intended to inform people on human trafficking;
60 mothers at high social risk were offered workshops on the prevention of human trafficking;
380 information handbooks “Stop human trafficking” were disseminated to persons at risk;
51 information handbooks “Prevention of human trafficking” were disseminated to professionals
within the organized workshops.
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Dynamics of the number of beneficiaries during the last 3 years:
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VOLUNTEERING WITHIN ACSIS
We were glad to have so many young people willing to get involved with us this year, people who
dedicated their time and energy to contribute to a positive change in the lives of our beneficiaries and
used their skills and abilities for the benefit of the children and mothers that are part of our project.
The volunteers could participate in various activities, according to their skills. Thus, they had the
chance to use their knowledge acquired during the faculty in a secure environment, receiving
continuous feedback from ACSIS team and from the coordinator of the volunteer program. The results
were immediate: the young people realized that the benefits of their involvement in the Association's
activities leaved a trace in their professional development and the ACSIS` beneficiaries have
constantly received both the friendship and support of the volunteers.
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“When I started volunteering I did not know what exactly to expect. I had visions and desires
about it but I did not know to what extent they will come true. Now, after 5 months, I can say that
I was very lucky because I have discovered a united team of wonderful people who accepted me
easily and from whom I have learned a lot. Though most of the people think that through
volunteer acts you give something back to the community, they forget that this is not a one-sided
relationship but something where the reward comes the moment you offer and invest, whether it
is about the smile of a child or of a mother who sees it an easier burden to bear in struggling
with her life.
This volunteer experience has given me a lot of opportunities to develop myself both personally
and professionally. Professionally speaking I was offered the chance to live experiences and
have responsibilities to which I could not have reached within my field of study in the near
future. I had thus the opportunity to attend workshops and focus groups with mothers, to get
involved into a project which is “necessary” for the current society on the human trafficking
theme in schools and high schools, to train children in educational activities. I have learned
about the way an NGO operates, how much effort and dedication stand behind each project.
Personally speaking, my perspective on life changed, I was taught valuable lessons by the
mothers and children enrolled in the program. I have seen mothers for whom each day meant
struggling with overwhelming worries and who kept smiling and did not let anything come out
from their sad lives.
I have learned to work in a team, to adjust to unpredictable situations,
I have discovered that commitments made to others play a major role;
I have learned that the children's wisdom is worth a lot and how
rewarding a hug or a thankful glance of a mother can be.
As a conclusion I want to say that I recommend this experience to all
those who wish to grow personally and professionally. My advice for
them is to find a soul project in which to invest and the results will
soon appear and thus become the starting point of a new
transformation.” Larisa Stirbu, volunteer
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“I have started volunteering because I wanted to help! The satisfaction of a well done job and the
gratitude on the faces of those for which I got involved were enough for me to keep offering!
I wanted to inspire others, through the actions I took part in, with the confidence about
succeeding. And how else but through enthusiasm and optimism! I am passionate about what I
do because I feel it is worth it! My goal always remains the same: I support charitable causes!”
Roxana Onicala, volunteer
“I see ACSIS as a family, as a powerful group,
which is why I enjoy coming to this association
and also because I have seen how much effort
the people from ACSIS put in helping their
beneficiaries. Besides the fact that I enjoyed
every time I came to ACSIS, this experience
was useful to me because it taught me many
things from the social field which will help me
when I become a social worker myself.” Iuliana
Munteanu, volunteer
The Volunteer Day at ACSIS
We have organized with the employees of HP Romania the Volunteer Day within the ACSIS` Creative
Workshop. During one day 9 volunteers from HP Romania have taken part and made possible a very
beautiful day in the workshop`s creative activities together with the beneficiary mothers and their
children!
VOLUNTEERS:
Roxana Onicala, Simona David, Mircea Crisbasanu, Adriana
Sirbu, Larisa Stirbu, Mirela Mita, Teodora Paraschiv, Alice
Opris, Corneliu Niculite, Claudiu Clapon, Claudiu Neagoe,
Alex Caciuloiu, Cristina Metea, Carmen Jicmon, Carmen
Caramlau, Irina Laios, Golban Mirela, Buricea Camelia,
Buzdugan Catalina, Sandu Claudia Sorina, Petrica Nicoleta,
Mandrescu Andreea, Anca Bateala, Dragan Elena, Vasiliu
Laura, Alexandru Adriana, Grancsa Daisy Monalisa,
Christine Couvret, Iuliana Munteanu.
Many thanks to everyone for their effort, enthusiasm and extraordinary contribution to our
actions!
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EVENTS ATTENDED BY ACSIS
The Social Enterprises Fair
We have participated with other social enterprises from Romania, Croatia, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia and Hungary in a series of events organized by NESsT in Budapest, Hungary. At the
„Social Enterprise Marketplace” ACSIS presented the products made by our beneficiaries at the
Design Workshop.

NESsT is an international nonprofit organization dedicated to solving
critical social problems of the developing countries, by developing and
supporting social enterprises which strengthen the financial independence
of the civil society organizations, and maximize their social impact.
The National Fair of Social Economy
Organized by the Ministry of Labour, Family and Social Protection (MMFPS)
for the purpose to promote and support the social economy, the National
Fair of Social Economy also gave us the opportunity to promote the products
made at the Design Workshop and to sensitize visitors to the single mothers`
issue.
ACSIS Association was awarded the Certificate of Merit for promoting the
social economy at the Social Economy Prize Award Ceremony, organized at
this event.
ONGFest – the 2011 Edition of the Social Economy Fair
ACSIS participated with other 150 NGOs to ONGFest – the Romanian
National Fair of Nongovernmental Organizations - an annual event of
FDSC (the Foundation for Civil Society Development).
Considered to be the most important event of the Romanian nonprofit
sector, ONGFest facilitates and encourages direct interaction between
NGOs on one side, and citizens, public institutions, companies and the
media on the other side.
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The Christmas Fair of Social Enterprises
The toys and Christmas ornaments made at the Workshop were displayed at the
Christmas Fair of Social Enterprises organized by ROPOT, a virtual fair intended
to support social entrepreneurship in Romania.
Baby Expo – the fair dedicated to infants, children aged between 0 and 5, future mothers and
young parents
With the support of the General Expo Company we have attended 2
Expos for mothers and children, during which we have managed
both to promote the products made at our Workshop and to bring
awareness among people to the issue of the single parent families.
Many parents visiting our stall have provided genuine support to
the mothers and children involved in our projects.
ACSIS FUNDRAISING EVENTS
The Campaign „Buy a toy and find out the story behind it” took place in the
period November 2010 - March 2011. Its purpose was to draw public's
attention to and raise funds for supporting single mothers with small children
facing social difficulties, who have been involved in the association's projects.
The funds raised amounting to EUR 2,493 was used to buy food and
hygiene products necessary for the mothers and children receiving assistance.
The charitable exhibiton „The Art of Giving” was made possible due to the extraordinary support of
Misses Silvia Radu, a high-profile personality of the Romanian art, as well as of an impressive
number of generous artists who donated several art works for the benefit of single mothers and their
children involved in our projects.
Along with Misses Silvia Radu, the following artists have contributed to this
event: Gheorghe Anghel, Dumitru Bondar, Reka Csapo Dup, Grigoras
Dimitrie, Dumitru Cojocaru, Trandafira Cojocaru, Irina Florescu, Marin
Gherasim, Gheorghe Iacob, Sorin Ienulescu, Ana Ruxandra Ilfoveanu,
Romeo Liberis, Lucia Maftei, Henry Mavrodin, Viorel Marginean, Olga
Margineanu, George Mircea, Alexandru Papuc, Horea Pastina, Neculai
Paduraru, Adrian Parvu, Mihai Sarbulescu, Elena Scutaru, Militza Sion,
Anamaria Smigelski, Doru Setran, Paul Vasilescu, Beti Vervega, Bogdan
Vladuta, Vladimir Zamfirescu.
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Nearly 30 art pieces were sold during the opening of the expo alone. Thus, the auction organized
with the support of Artmark raised a total of EUR 10,500 for ACSIS. Thanks to the participants to
this event and the funds raised, we were able to bring awareness to the importance of solidarity and
the support provided to families at high social risk in order to prevent the separation of children from
their own families.
The funds raised during this event will be used to support single mothers, whose lives have been
extremely difficult, and their children. ACSIS will provide material support – food and hygiene
products – for these mothers and their children, holiday gifts, as well as financial aid and individual
psycho-social counselling, until they are no longer at risk of abandoning their children.
“I have always admired those who get down to business and do actual work to help those in need. A
great example is ACSIS Association. I have encountered several single mothers at the design
workshop of the association, which has enabled them to gain a pretty penny. More importantly,
ACSIS has helped them gain self-confidence and move on. I admit I was very impressed and have
decided to support ACSIS.” Simona David, Corporate Affairs Manager – Adevarul Holding.

Event partners and sponsors:
Hotel InterContinental, ROI Association, If Magic, Artmark, Adevarul Holding, vinul.ro, the Union of
Plastic Artists. Financial contributions from sponsors: S.C. Rematholding Co SRL, S.C. Remat
Bucuresti Sud S.A., S.C. Remat Vrancea S.A. Pro bono activities: cello artists Marin and Stefan
Cazacu, Liana Stanciu, Simona David, Corporate Affairs Manager of Adevarul Holding, Corneliu
Niculite video editing, Bogdan Stanisor, photographer.
Our thanks to the artists, partners and all those who, through their donations, sponsorships, pro
bono activities and volunteer work, have helped us make this event possible!
People sensitized on the issue of single parent families at social risk
Website

3889

Blog
10000

Facebook
Newsletter
Posters, flyers
6898
380

352
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FINANCIAL REPORT 2011
NO.

DETAILS

AMOUNT (LEI)

I.

INCOMES

520904

1.

Non-reimbursable funds

435602

2.

Sponsorships

32900

3.

Contributions

12993

4.

Donations

3227

5.

2% of the global income tax

12306

6.

Economical activity

18139

7.

Bank interests

5738

II.

EXPENDITURES

465636

PROJECTS

369798

1.

Integrated Services Project

137000

2.

Creation Workshop Project

159200

3.

Preventing Trafficking in Persons Project

55998

4.

Social rights for Mother and Child Project

17600

INDIRECT EXPENDITURES

95838

1.

Administratives

75246

2.

Organizational development, promotion

15014

3.

Exchange loses

5578
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Many thanks to all our partners and sponsors who made possible our projects:
FINANCIAL PARTNERS:
Main partner BRD - Groupe Société Générale

NESsT

United Way Romania Foundation

ECPAT Belgium

Samilia Foundation

Romania Soros Foundation

VPK Packaging NV
Individual donors from Luxemburg and Romania
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SPONSORS:
Mega Image S.R.L.
General Expo S.R.L.
Hotel InterContinental
Kid's Dream
S.C. Rematholding Co SRL
S.C. Remat Bucuresti Sud S.A.
S.C. Remat Vrancea S.A.
S.C.Titan S.A.
S.C. Barbarossa Construct S.R.L.
S.C. Enjoy Communication Grup S.R.L.
COLLABORATORS:
FONCP – The Federation of Non-Governmental Child Protection Organizations
The General Directorate for Social Work and Child Protection, 1st district
The General Directorate for Social Work and Child Protection, 2nd district
The General Directorate for Social Work and Child Protection, 6th district
The General Directorate for Social Work and Child Protection, 5th district
The General Directorate for Social Work and Child Protection, 4th district
The Hospital of Obstetrics and Gynecology “Prof. Dr. Panait Sarbu”
Bucharest Scholar Inspectorate
School of Arts and Crafts no. 3
Active Center
Save the Children
Inocenti Foundation
Casa Ioana Association
Pro Vita Association
Apel Service
ADPARE
Workshops without frontiers
Portico Association
CopiiiRo Association
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Association for a united community and social intervention

Address:215 Calea Mosilor, block 21, entrance B, apartment 37, district 2,
zip code 020864, Bucharest, Romania
VAT Number : 16392636
Accounts:
RON : Raiffeisen Bank Branch Mosilor: RO33 RZBR 0000 0600 0471 7200
EURO: Raiffeisen Bank Branch Mosilor: RO21 RZBR 0000 0600 0602 8662
E-mail: acsis@acsis.ro
Phone/Fax: +40 021 211 30 94
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